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Diversity and crossbreeding are key to Vanmechelen’s
work. From his first wooden sculptures in the 80’s, to
the development of a vast research program aimed
at the generation of new breeds of poultry, to the
creation of an immense park called LABIOMISTA
- where among great architecture and natural
landscape installations, artworks and avians of the
most disparate species live together - his art is at the
same time the expression of an ethic of fertility and an
aesthetic of wonder.

© Florian Voggeneder

For more information
www.labiomista.com

An internationally renowned artist, working across a
multitude of disciplines, Koen Vanmechelen (1965) is
one of the most versatile thinkers of these times. He is
situated at the confluence of art, science, philosophy
and community.
As an eternal migrant, he travels the world looking
for answers to fundamental questions that touch on
issues which are both timeless and acutely relevant
today: identity, diversity, globalisation and human
rights. He weaves those answers – always works
in progress – into enigmatic artworks and projects.
His quests and interdisciplinary projects invite other
migrants to work together and create an awareness
and a movement of communities around the world.
Together, they reflect on the global legacy of the
human animal and explore the different ways we
choose to live and evolve together.
In 2010, he received an honorary doctorate from the
University of Hasselt and in 2013, he was awarded
the prestigious Golden Nica Hybrid Art Award (Linz)
and Global Artist’s Award (Venice). So far, his work
has been shown in more than 80 solo shows and 220
group exhibitions worldwide, most recently in the
Uffizi in Firenze (IT). As a speaker in high demand, he
was invited to address the World Economic Forum
(2008) and various TED conferences.

LABIOMISTA
STUDIO KOEN VANMECHELEN
GENK (BE)

LABIOMISTA is the unique site of Koen Vanmechelen in the Belgian
city of Genk. It accommodates the artist’s studio, a park with animals,
his first Open University of Diversity and the different foundations and
subprojects. The site consists of 24 hectares and can be seen as one
huge evolving artwork. Vanmechelen’s studio was designed by Swiss
architect Mario Botta.

CV & PORTFOLIO

I HONORS AND AWARDS (selection)
• Social Impact Award, Tulum (MX), 2019
• Golden Nica Hybrid Art, Prix Ars Electronica,
Linz (AT), 2013
• Pavilion 0 Global Artist’s Award, Venice (IT),
2013
• Beste Concept, VENUEZ, Cosmocafe (BE)
• Doctor Honoris Causa UHasselt, Hasselt (BE),
2010
• Honorary citizenship Sint-Truiden (BE), 2005
• Gustav-Henemann-Friedenspreis (with Gregie
de Maeyer for ‘Juul’), Berlin (DE), 1998
II EXHIBITIONS (selection)
2022
• Seduzione, Uffizi Gallery, Firenze (IT), curated
by dr. Eike Schmidt and Francesca Sborgi
• Cosmopolitan Renaissance, CC Scharpoord,
Knokke (BE), curated by Jo Coucke
• Burning Falls, Homo Faber, Venice (IT),
organised by Berengo Studio
• Medusa’s Hope, Museo Nacional de Bellas
Artes de Cuba, Havana (CU) , curated by Jorge
Fernandez
• Watou 2022: Sense of Place, curated by James
Putnam & Michaël Vandebril, inspired by Koen
Vanmechelen
• Meat — Meet — Me, 60x60 Food = Politics +
Pleasure, Museum Brot und Kunst, Ulm (DE)
• Animals musicians, Le Musée de la musique,
Paris (FR), curated by Jean-Hubert Martin
2021
• Crossquery, The Jerusalem Biennale (IL)
• Glasstress, State Hermitage Museu, St
Petersburg (RU)
• Shamanism, Mimmo Scognamiglio
Artecontemporanea, Milan (IT)
• Glasstress Boca Raton, Miami (US)
• Golden Cord, Knokke (BE)
• Glasstress, Window to the Future, State
• Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg (RU)
• Custodian, La Biennale de Paris (FR)
2020
• Biennial of Poznan - Events Horizon (PL)
• Do Not Argue - D.N.A. (BE)
• TOUCH ME Festival, Biennial of Zagreb (CR)
• Complex States: Art in the Years of Brexit,
global
• Mirrors of TIme, Kasteel Oud-Rekem (BE)
• Unbreakable, Venice (IT) (curator)
2019
• FOOD; Bigger than the Plate, V&A, London (UK)
• The Worth of Life, Teatro dell’architettura,
Mendrisio (CH)
• GLASSTRESS, Venice (IT)
• Iconic works, Nationalmuseum, Stockholm
(SE), Ateneum, Helsinki (FI)
• Art With Me, Tulum (ME)
• Human Rights Pavilion, World Tour

2018
• Protected Paradise, Palazzo Franchetti, La
Biennale di Venezia (IT)
• CWRM, Land art installation, Ypres (BE)
• IT’S ABOUT TIME, Serlachius, Mantta (FI)
• Il Terzo Giorno, Parma (IT)
2017
• Protected Paradise, Palazzo Franchetti, La
Biennale di Venezia (IT)
• Vision of the Owl, galerie Bach, Brussels (BE)
• Force of Nature, The Art Pavilion, Mile End
Park, London, (UK)
• Planetary Community Chicken, VII Socle du
Monde, HEART, Herning, Denmark (DK)
2016
• ENERGY/MASS, Wasserman Projects, Detroit
(US)
• Planetary Community Chicken, National Gallery
of Zimbabwe, Harare (ZW)
• Daydreaming With... Stanley Kubrick,
Sommerset House, London (UK)
2015
• This Is Not a Chicken, Het Domein, Sittard (NL)
• LIFEBANK/AWAKENER, GLASSTRESS 2015
GOTIKA, 56th Biennial of Venice (IT)
• Evolution of a Hybrid - CC®P, The Importance
of Being..., Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, La
Habana (CU), Museo de Arte Contemporáneo,
Buenos Aires (AR), Museu de Arte Moderna,
Rio de Janeiro (BR)
• Protected Paradise - C.C.P., Vienna for Art’s
Sake, Belvedere, Vienna (AT)
• New Brood - C.C.P., Höhenrausch, OK Center
for Contemporary Art, Linz (AT)
• Arena de Evolución, 12th la Bienal de La
Habana (CU)
• La Biomista, Exo-Evolution, Globale 2015, ZKM,
Karlsruhe (DE)
2014
• Darwin’s Dream, The Crypt Gallery, St Pancras
Church, London (UK)
• Never Green - C.C.P., Rurart, Poitiers (FR)
• In Captivity, Genius Loci – Spirit of Place, Lisson
Gallery & Berengo Studio, 55th International
Architecture Biennale of Venice (IT)
2013
• Leaving Paradise, CONNERSMITH,
Washington (US)
• Mechelse Styrian - 17th generation - C.C.P.,
Galerija Kapelica, Ljubljana (SI)
• Leaving Paradise, Art Sanya, Hainan (CN)
• CC®P – The Cosmopolitan Chicken, OK Center
for Contemporary Art, Linz (AT)
• Evolution of a Hybrid, Bozar, Brussels (BE)
• Note Book, Beit Ha’ir, Tel Aviv (IL)
2012
• Hybridity in art and science – C.C.P.,
dOCUMENTA 13, Kassel (DE)
• COMBAT, Landcommandery Alden Biesen,
Bilzen (BE)

• Entwined - C.C.P., Breaking the Mold,
Glasstress, MADmuseum, New York (US)
• Hotel de Inmigrantes 2 – Cosmopolitan Stranger
(Collateral Event Manifesta 9), Open University
of Diversity, Hasselt (BE)
2011
• Nato a Venezia, Collateral Event of 54th Biennial
of Venice, Venice (IT)
• Cosmopolitan Chicken Project, Art Labor,
Shanghai (CN)
• Breaking the Cage, IKOB, Museum of
Contemporary Art Eupen, Eupen (BE)
• Modified Spaces – C.C.P., 4th triennial of
Guangzhou, Guangdong Museum of Art (CN)
• Genetic Freedom – C.C.P., Scenarios about
Europe, GFZK, Leipzig (DE)
2010
• 14th Generation - Mechelse Silky, Himalayas
Center, Pudong Shanghai (CN)
• Cosmopolitan Chicken – Diversity, Espace
Européen pour la Sculpture, Brussels (BE)
• Mediations Biennial Beyond Mediations, Tower
of Babel, Poznan (PL)
• CCP -Innovations and adaptation, Dak’Art
Biennial, Dakar (SN)
• The Cosmopolitan Chicken – Frozen Culture
Balance, National Museum Warsaw, (PL)
• The Armory Show, New York (US)
• Parallellepipeda, Museum M, Leuven (BE)
• FADA Los Angeles Art Show 2010 (US)
2009
• Unicorn, 53rd Venice Biennale, 2009, Venice
• Cosmopolitan Chicken Project, Muziekgebouw
aan ‘t IJ, Amsterdam (NL)
• Against Exclusions, The Cosmopolitan Chicken
Project, Mechelse Orloff, 3rd Moscow Biennale
of Contemporary Art, curator Jean-Hubert
Martin, Moscow (RU)
• Becoming Intense, Becoming Animal,
Becoming ..., Völkerkundemuseum von
Portheim-Stiftung, Heidelberg (DE)
• In Bed Together, Breaking the Cage, Royal/T,
curator Jane Glassman, Culver City (US)
2008
• Breaking the Cage – The art of Koen
Vanmechelen, Victoria and Albert Museum,
Arts & Business, curator Mike Phillips, London
(GB)
• The Chicken’s Appeal, Museum Valkenhof,
curator Frank Van der Schoor, Nijmegen (NL)
• Genesis: CCP 10 Generation, Zentrum Paul
Klee, curator Fabienne Eggelhöfer, Bern (CH)
• The Cathedral – Ectoplasma – CCP, Congress
Centre, Davos (CH)
• Zerbrechliche Schönheit, The Accident,
museum Kunst Palest, curator Thijs Visser,
Düsseldorf (DE)
• CCP Ten Generations, Galerie k4, Münnich (DE)

2007-2000
• The Accident, curator Agnes Husslein, Palm
Court, Miami Beach (US)
• Genesis - The Cosmopolitan Chicken, Centraal
Museum Utrecht, curator Emilie Gomart (NL)
• Handle with care, Pushkin Museum, Moscow
(RU)
• Red Jungle Fowl - Genus XY, CRAC, curator
Hilde Teerlinck, Altkirch (FR), 2005
• Cosmopolitan Chicken Project – Mechelse
Owlbeard, GEM Den Haag / KunstRAI, curator
Wim Van Krimpen, Amsterdam (NL), 2003
• Visible / Invisible, Galerie Tapper, Malmö (SE)
• Two Asias, Two Europes, Duolun Museum of
Modern Art, curator Gu Zhenqing, Shanghai
(CN), 2005
• Smak, smak, The Mechelse Bresse, S.M.A.K.,
curator Jan Hoet Jr., Ghent (BE), 2002
• Cultivando la Naturaleza, Fundacion César
Manrique, curator Bianca Visser, Lanzarote
(ES), 2004
• Cinecittà, Berengo Fine Arts, Filmfestival,
Venice (IT), 2003
• The Walking Egg, Shinchu Museum, Taipei
(TW), 2003
• Wir sind die ander(en), curator Jan Hoet,
Herford (DE), 2001
• The Walking Egg, Arco 2000, Madrid (ES), 2000
• Storm Centers, curator Jan Hoet, Watou (BE)
• A Shot in the Head, Lisson Gallery, London
(GB), 2000
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II PERMANENT WORKS (selection)
UBUNTU, the Uffizi Gallery, Firenze (IT), 2022
Ab Ovo – LaMouseion, VUB Campus, Etterbeek
(BE), 2021
CCP/PCC, Sint-Truiden (BE), 2021
PROOVO, private collector (BE), 2021
Human Rights House, Tulum (MX)
Cosmopolitan Chicken Project, ZKM, Karlsruhe
(DE)
INCUBATED WORLDS, Ethiopia
T-REX, Männtä (FI)
Medusa, Serlachius Museums (FI)
Collective Memory, EIUC, Global campus of
Human Rights, Venice (IT), 2017
Cosmopolitan Chicken Project, dOCUMENTA,
2012 Drawing, GEM | Museum voor actuele
kunst, 2003
Infinity - C.C.P., Dronten (NL), 2016
Modified Spaces, T-Rex, Guangdong Museum
of Art, Guangzhou (CN), 2011
The Cosmopolitan Chicken – Celestial body,
VOKA Kamer van Koophandel Limburg, Hasselt
(BE), 2010
The Cosmopolitan Chicken – Time
Temperature, BioVille, Campus UHasselt,
Biomedical Research Institute (BIOMED),
Diepenbeek (BE), 2010

III EVOLVING ART PROJECTS AND
FOUNDATIONS
•
COSMOPOLITAN CHICKEN PROJECT; is
an artistic crossbreeding project with iconic
chicken breeds from all over the world. Started
in 1999, it has evolved into a metaphorical,
global narrative with offshoots into philosophy,
science, medicine and sociology.
•

•

PLANETARY COMMUNITY CHICKEN; the
Cosmopolitan Chicken Project has resulted in
new strains with remarkable increased potential
for gene transcription and expression. This
chicken is now introduced into communities
around the world and crossed with local
commercial chickens: an injection of global
diversity, a recognition of local heritage and the
initiation of small-scale development projects.
SOTWA – meaning umbilical cord – started
in 2014 when Koen Vanmechelen visited the
Maasai tribe in Arusha as part of his Library of
Collected Knowledge project for the Biennial
of Havana. With SOTWA, the artist explores
the benefits of crossbreeding between cattle
stock in Africa, where globalization and intense
livestock farming increasingly threatens the
tribe’s traditional cattle herding.

•

LUCY, a pig named after our most iconic
ancestor in Ethiopia, is a unique animal, a
mythical creature who mixes her wild genes
with those of other species of pig. The project
focuses on biodiversity and transparency
in the food chain. Its full name, LUCY - Peel
Petuum Mobile, refers to the endless process of
crossbreeding as an eternal movement of time
and place. LUCY was realised in collaboration
with the Dutch pig farmers of Heyde Hoeve
as part of the FoodLabPeel project, which
searches for new perspectives in agriculture
and livestock farming.

•

MECC (Mushroom, Egg, Chicken, Camelids);
Koen Vanmechelen’s search for more resilient
and sustainable models is not restricted to
crossbreeding. The innovative project MECC
(which started at the 56th Biennial of Venice)
focuses on the interconnectivity of species.
It presumes that man is part of a planetary
superorganism and proposes that art can be
a bridge between species. Its main query:
can the powerful antibodies of the camelids
be introduced into humans, without crossing?
Mushroom, Egg, Chicken, Camelid are four
different organisms which Vanmechelen brings
together in a circular model in an attempt to
challenge the boundaries between them.

•

Cosmocafe; In 2017 artist Koen Vanmechelen,
in collaboration with local entrepreneurs,
created a café as a continuously evolving
living art work. A 19-century building on the
Groenmarkt of Sint-Truiden, where in January
2016 the first Planetary Community Chickens
saw the light of day, now houses ‘the staminee
of the future’. The cosmocafé illustrates the
need for diversity and multiculturalism through
the work of Vanmechelen. As a visitor, you
literally become a part of his art through the “art
of food/ food of art concept”.

•

Human Rights Pavilion; During the 58th Venice
Biennale in 2019, Koen Vanmechelen heralded
the birth of the Human Rights Pavilion, an
evolving artwork that takes shape roaming
the planet through contact with persons and
organisations involved with or interested in
human rights. At all locations, encounters and
conversations will be encouraged via socalled SoTO (Survival of The Other) dialogues
in Cosmocafes. The project came about in
collaboration with international partners: the
Global Campus of Human Rights, Fondazione
Berengo and the MOUTH Foundation.

•

Incubated Worlds; The Incubated Worlds
installation was inaugurated on April 26, 2018
at the International Livestock Research Institute
(ILRI) in Ethiopia. The installation integrates
both living and visual artworks into scientific
research and offers a new paradigm between
art, science and social engagement. Incubated
Worlds is a collaboration between ILRI’s African
Chicken Genetics Gains (ACGG) project in
Addis Ababa and Koen Vanmechelen in which
ACGG-selected chicken breeds are crossed
with various chickens from the Cosmopolitan
Chicken Project. The aim is the creation of a
divers flock of Planetary Community Chickens
that are both sustainable and productive and
that will thrive in Sub-Saharan Africa.

•

LABIOMISTA; With space for alpacas and
art, wilderness and wonder, artist Koen
Vanmechelen built a sanctuary for creativity
and creatures in Belgium. LABIOMISTA is a 24
hectare evolving work of art celebrating the mix
of life. Erected on the foundation of the mining
past, LABIOMISTA invites, challenges and
inspires you to think about the current society,
and the society of the future. A belief in art as
oxygen for life. A plea for diversity as the basis
for all evolution.

•

LaVieBreede; Based on the vision and
philosophy of LABIOMISTA, Koen
Vanmechelen initiated ‘LaVieBreede’: a master
plan that continues his philosophy on diversity
at a higher city level. LaVieBreede proposes
a sustainable and dynamic ecosystem that
encloses and connects the north of Genk. This
master plan connects the local community with
the visitor, the city with agriculture and nature,
art with science, industry with knowledge.

•

LaMouseion; During the 2020 worldwide
pandemic, Vanmechelen launched a unique
future driven project. LaMouseion, a reference
to the legendary knowledge and arts institution
Mouseion of Alexandria, is aimed explicitly at
young people. In three knowledge containers at
LABIOMISTA they are invited to think about the
future. Just like in ancient Greece, LaMouseion
brings together free spirits in their tireless
quest for answers, knowledge and wisdom. A
new locus for experiments at the crossroads of
nature and culture.

•

OpUnDi; the Open University of Diversity, is
Koen Vanmechelen’s constantly mutating and
migrating hotbed of ideas. Founded in 2011,
it’s an intellectual crossroads, a bank of ideas
and a meeting place for all who work in what
is Vanmechelen’s central focus: biocultural
diversity. OpUnDi is both a sanctuary and a
home base for the various research projects
within Vanmechelen’s intellectual biotope, and
for the various foundations that coordinate and
propagate the operation and the results of that
research.

•

Cosmogolem; a four-metre tall wooden giant
that aims to help children find their own voice
and identity. The project reflects hope and faith
in the future. Via a hatch placed near his heart,
children can share their wishes and dreams
with the giant. Every Cosmogolem is created
in partnership with local organisations. On
its travels around the world, the cosmogolem
provides a link between cultures. In 2010 the
Cosmogolem Foundation was founded to
coordinate the growing children right’s project.
Anno 2020, more than 40 Cosmogolems can be
found around the world.

•

MOUTH Foundation; Founded in 2014, MOUTH
is a philanthropic foundation which brings
together art, science and people for diversity.
It partners with individuals and organisations
worldwide to put diversity front and center of
the global development agenda. The aim is a
new, more constructive social and ecological
balance.

•

The Walking Egg; The Walking Egg project was
conceived in 1997 in Genk, in a partnership
between Koen Vanmechelen and fertility
specialist Willem Ombelet. This was part of an
international convention on fertility and infertility
which brought together over seven hundred
medical specialists from around the world. One
of the results from the cross pollination between
art and the fertility science was The Walking
Egg Magazine, a magazine in which science,
art and philosophy come together. The Walking
Egg got its name from the eponymous work of
art Vanmechelen made for the convention. On
the intersection of art and science, The Walking
Egg focuses on fertility and reproduction. In
2010 the non-profit The Walking Egg (TWE)
was founded to provide fertility treatments for
women in developing countries. In 2015, the first
Walking Egg Fertility Centre opened its doors in
Ghana.

•

Global Open Farms; From LABIOMISTA,
Vanmechelen builds a network of Open Farms
across the world. For the artist, art extends
beyond the object: from animals deep into
communities. The farms are sanctuaries for
creation and reinvention. Real-life crossroads,
where art, science and industry meet - at
unconventional, inspiring and unique locations.
All are situated at the intersection of man,
culture and nature: present, past and future.
Embedded in the very communities that are
essential to the flourishing of each project.

COMBAT,
LANDCOMMANDERY BILZEN (BE), 2011

The exhibition COMBAT is perhaps the largest battle of Koen Vanmechelen so far. Not only does he tackle the difficult spaces of Alden
Biesen Landcommandery and their official history. COMBAT is also
the arena for the collision between old and new works of Koen Vanmechelen. Where visible and invisible layers of meaning, known and
unpredictable forms and different possibilities of beauty challenge
each other.

MODIFIED SPACES,
4 GUANGZHOU TRIENNIAL
GUANGDONG MUSEUM OF ART (CN), 2011
TH

The Guangdong museum of Art (Guangzhou, China) selected Vanmechelen as central artist for the Fourth Guangzhou Triennial. The
artist created a site-specific installation called ‘Modified Spaces’. An
installation about the balance between nature and humans and about
transformation.

NATO A VENEZIA
BIENNALE OF VENICE (IT), 2011

Inside the walls of one of the main centers of Venetian culture and
knowledge, Koen Vanmechelen presented a ‘laboratory’ on the borderline of art and science. In an open study, the visitors were actively
invited to take part in different research projects on biological and
cultural diversity that are conducted by the researchers on site.

THIS IS NOT A CHICKEN
DE DOMIJNEN, SITTARD (NL), 2015

Forty years after Marcel Broodthaers introduced a dromedary in the
arts, Koen Vanmechelen ordered a beautiful specimen to be flown
over for his exhibition ‘This Is Not a Chicken’ in the museum Het
Domein in Sittard. “Is this a work of art?”, you may wonder together
with Broodthaers. Well, what the visitor will see is much more than
a chicken, a dromedary or an exhibition. He ends up in a laboratory
where Vanmechelen works as alchemist with Cosmopolitan Chicken,
camelids and mushrooms to realise an ancient human desire. Namely
the birth of something non-existing from the sparks of the collision
between art, technology and nature.

LIBRARY OF COLLECTED KNOWLEDGE
BIENNIAL OF CUBA, 2014

Vanmechelen presented with Library of Collected Knowledge – Arena
de Evolución a multi-media and interactive installation at the 12th
Biennial of Havana, paralleled with a scientific programme. More info
on lock.koenvanmechelen.be

L EAVING PARADISE
ART SANYA, HAINAN (CN), 2013

The installation Leaving Paradise houses the Red Junglefowl, the
first chicken from which all domestic chickens are descended. These
proto-chickens are now on the brink of extinction, protected but
imprisoned by their paradise. The Junglefowl’s cousins became an
evolutionary success when they were domesticated: human altered
chicken, chicken altered human. Now the chicken is a cosmopolitan
ambassador of the interplay of culture, art, and biology, a living testament of the force of biocultural diversity. Leaving paradise by breaking
the cage is the only way leading to paradise.

LABIOMISTA
ZKM, K ARLSRUHE (DE), 2016

Combining and reconfiguring genes and memes, mixing, experimenting and probing lie at the core of the Vanmechelen’s oeuvre. His new
studio; Labiomista (mixed life) is the architectural embodiment of his
transdisciplinary approach and formed the entrance piece at the ExoEvolution exhibition curated by Peter Weibel.

PROTECTED PARADISE
V IENNA FOR ART’S SAKE, BELVEDERE, VIENNA (AT), 2015

Heaps of golden corn have taken the place of the baroque gold leaf
in Prince Eugene’s former Dining Hall; the room contains a large,
industrial aviary where two blue-and-gold macaws live. Vanmechelen
addresses the issue of the contrast between culture (Baroque) and
nature (birds) and establishes a direct connection of our present, the
endangered nature, and the baroque past.

PROTECTED PARADISE,
BIENNIAL OF VENICE (IT), 2017

The work highlights the fragility of humanism within the larger story of
natural evolution. The cage is made of recycled material and serves
as a metaphor for the hysterical state of contemporary society. Every
perceived or imaginary threat is followed by some form of internal
confinement with enclosures, walls, detention centres, laws and
frameworks. All this contradicts the essence of life. Paradise can
never be found within walls. Paradise is like life itself: fascinating and
terrible, boundless and beautiful. - Koen Vanmechelen

NEVER GREEN
RURART, POITOU- CHARENTES (FR), 2014

There is no green light.
Man has devised lots of systems – political, religious and economic
– in an attempt to impose meaning on the chaos of life and to reduce
the risk of the unexpected. Engaged in a truly Sisyphean effort, he
has tried to cage the complex system of nature, and he has struggled
to impose his will on natural systems. The installation Never Green
recreates this inherently human endeavor and subtly challenges the
futility of it.

PLANETARY COMMUNITY CHICKEN
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ZIMBABWE, HARARE, 2016

In the National Gallery of Zimbabwe, Vanmechelen showed an allcompassing, living art installation with a new species of chicken. His
surprising collaboration with local communities of Harare explored
broader philosophical issues about the future of global communities
and our relationship to the world.

ENERGY/MASS
WASSERMAN PROJECTS, DETROIT (US), 2016

Via 2D- and 3D-works, alongside live chickens from the 20th
generation of the Cosmopolitan Chicken Project (CCP) and the
Planetary Community Chicken (PCC), the ENERGY/MASS exhibition
highlighted the artist’s engagement with diversity and duality and
spurred the scientific and social debate on balancing productivity with
diversity, global with local.

IT’S ABOUT TIME
SERLACHIUS MUSEUMS, MANTTA (FI), 2018

It’s About Time offers an in-depth retrospective overview into the
unique territory Vanmechelen’s art occupies on the edges of art and
nature; presenting striking and monumental artworks inside the Serlachius main exhibition space, with his famous breeding program for
chickens and pigs outside across the grounds of the park. A deeply
ethical artist, his work is concerned about the state of the Earth and
a sustainable future for all species. He seeks both symbolically and
concretely to open perspectives into a future where people do not
exploit nature or each other but live in a state of balance.

INCUBATED WORLDS
ADDIS ABABA (ET), 2018

On 26 April 2018 a unique poultry facility opens in Ethiopia’s capital,
Addis Ababa. Incubated Worlds is an artwork and research center,
a combined effort of internationally acclaimed Belgian artist Koen
Vanmechelen and two ILRI livestock geneticists: Tadelle Dessie
and Olivier Hanotte. More than a scientific facility, Incubated Worlds
is about harnessing diversity to promote new types of unity and
harmony. It reveals art and science as valuable partners in addressing
global challenges of sustainable food systems.

THE WORTH OF LIFE - 1982/2019
TEATRO DELL’ ARCHITETTURA
MENDRISIO (CH), 2019

“Koen Vanmechelen - The Worth of Life – 1982/2019” curated by Didi
Bozzini, is an exhibition of more than sixty-five pieces - which were
all realized between 1982 and 2019 - intended to highlight the more
strictly plastic aspects of this artist’s body of work, with particular
regards to his neo-baroque disposition.

SEDUZIONE
UFFIZI GALLERY, FIRENZE (IT), 2022

The exhibition ‘Seduzione’ opened the 2022 season of the world-renowned Uffizi Gallery: 30 artworks by Koen Vanmechelen dedicated
to the themes of evolution and hybridization are installed among
the museum’s classic masterpieces. Curated by Eike Schmidt and
Francesca Sborgi.

CROSSQUERY
THE JERUSALEM BIENNALE (IL), 2021

Koen Vanmechelen was the eyecatcher at the 5th edition of the
Jerusalem Biennale. At Sha’arei Tzedek, Vanmechelen presented
a site-specific installation titled ‘Crossquery’. The eerie installation, almost spiritual in nature, dealt with the various stages in life.
Vanmechelen: “The essence of this installation is transformation. It’s
presented in linear form, starting from alpha, with an incubator that
represents endless possibilities.” Key to Vanmechelen’s installation
was the Baladi, Israel’s iconic indigenous chicken breed.

CV
LECTURES/DEBATES (SELECTION)
2022
• Centro de arte contemporaneo Wilfredo Lam,
Havana (CU)
• WAF Conference - World Art Foundations,
Milan (IT)
2021
• National Academy of Arts, Sofia
• Pecha Kucha, Unbore Collective
• Global Campus of human Rights Conversations,
Venice (IT)
• Fact to act, Hanna Arendt institute, Mechelen
(BE)
• Unesco Forum, Venice (IT)
2020
• MEET Digital Culture Center, Milan (IT)
• Mindblowers, VUB x KVS, Brussels (BE)
• Intersect Chicago/SOFA (US)
• Gender debate, ESF Vlaanderen (BE)
• The Ultimate Crack, Guangzhou (CN)
2019
• Xfestival, UHasselt (BE)
• Food & talk seminar, Foodcamp Finland
• Cosmogolem, Valparaiso Cultural Park (CL)
• New Current, Rotterdam (NL)
2018
• Incubated Worlds, ILRI, Ethiopia
• IT’s ABOUT TIME, UNIARTS Helsinki (FIN)
2017
• Tedx, Univeristy of Michigan (US)
• This is not a chicken, Design Indaba (SA)
• Collective Memory, Diplomatic councel on
human Rights, EIUC, Venice (IT)
2016
• VLIR-UOS, The Chicken’s Appeal, Tour & Taxis,
Brussels (BE)
• The Chicken’s Appeal, International Livestock
Research Institute, Nairobi (KE)
• XIII International Forum, Sculpture Network,
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CCP

[1999]

The Cosmopolitan Chicken Project (CCP) is a
worldwide cross-breeding program with chicken
breeds from different countries which Koen
Vanmechelen started in 1999. In the CCP, art and
science merge. The chicken is much more than a
domesticated animal, it is art in itself, a metaphor
for humanity and social processes, especially bio
and cultural diversity.
The ultimate result of the CCP is a truly
Cosmopolitan Chicken, carrying the genes of all
the world’s chicken breeds. Starting point for all
these species was once the Red Jungle Fowl;
the original chicken that lives at the feet of the
Himalaya. Man took this chicken, spread it all
over the world and made an indigenous breed;
one that reflects typical cultural characteristics
of their community. These descendant breeds
are all man-made end-points, even sometimes
literally so, in the sense that they are infertile. After
so many years of crossbreeding Vanmechelen
on the contrary found that each successive
generation of hybrids is more resilient, lives longer,
is less susceptible to disease, and exhibits less
aggressive behavior. Genetic diversity is critical for
livable populations.
The diversity that characterises Vanmechelen’s
work is further also visible in the media he uses;
from more traditional (painting, photography)
to innovate techniques (Genome Visualization),
and it also involves a symbiosis of art, science,
philosophy, politics and ethics for example topics
like globalisation, racism, genetic modification and
cloning. It is the artist’s way of reflecting on the
existential questions of individual identity and life.
Since the effect of the crossings on the genetic
diversity of the chickens is unknown and can
generate important insights, also for the human
race, the Cosmopolitan Chicken Research Project
(CC®P) studies the different hybrids from the CCP.
So far, the research proved that the crossing of
different races leads to increased genetic diversity,
which confirms one of the artist’s hypotheses. It
is also a fact that the fertility and life span have
increased.

The CCP officially started in the millennium year
2000, when Koen Vanmechelen presented his first
‘crossing’, the Mechelse Bresse, born out of the
Belgian species Mechelse Koekoek and the French
Poulet de Bresse. Each successive generation of
Cosmopolitan Chickens comes from crossbreeding
the previous generation with a pure breed. In
2021, the artist’s ongoing creation reached, with
the Mechelse Baladi, its 26th generation; born
as a result out of the crossing of the Israeli Baladi
and the Mechelse Hrvatica – CCP25. To date, the
hybrid consists of regional breeds of chickens in
Belgium, France, England, U.S.A., Germany, The
Netherlands, Mexico, Thailand, Brazil, Turkey,
Cuba, Italy, Russia, China, Egypt, Senegal,
Slovenia, Austria, Indonesia, Detroit, Denmark,
Finland, Vatican City, Chile, Croatia and Israel.
To secure the future of the project, the genetic
material of all the Mechelse hybrids is stored frozen
in liquid Nitrogen.
The core of the project is neither chicken nor egg,
but cross-breeding and the diversity that comes
from it. The CCP holds up a mirror to us. Crossbreeding is a practical but also a philosophical
necessity, if not a moral duty.

Installation view, Leaving Paradise,
Art Sanya, Hainan (CN), 2013

PCC

[2016]

The Planetary Community Chicken (PCC) is
both a result and a counter to the CCP. With the
PCC, Vanmechelen creates chickens for the
communities of our planet. Through his work, he
tables questions on the mono cultural approach of
centralized industrial farming and makes us reflect
on the importance of local, small scale community
farming in sustainable food provision. The project
re-enforces Vanmechelen’s strong belief in
diversity and places his art categorically where it
belongs: in the middle of society, engaged with
people, always committed.
Modern poultry flocks have become genetically
impoverished due to industrial farming and have
become more susceptible to diseases, stress and
physiological problems. The Planetary Community
Chicken project, couples the genetic information of
the industrial chicken species to chicken species of
the Cosmopolitan Chicken Project (CCP).
In counter direction to the CCP, with the PCC, a
new migration process is started, not un-similar to
the Red Jungle Fowl so many years ago, this time
strengthened through the benefits of biocultural
diversity.
The layout for the project is like this: every year
a rooster of the new CCP crossbreed is paired with
a regular egg laying chicken from the industry.
This chicken absorbs the genetic pool of the CCP
rooster and produces a vital community chicken
that can provide its host community with eggs.
The name of each Planetary Community
Chicken generation consists of CC and the year
of its creation. The first is called CC2016, meaning
Carbon Copy 2016. Every Planetary Community
Chicken species will find its own community
somewhere on the globe. Starting from a fixed
point, the chickens will be sent out and dispersed
to other communities around the planet.
The first species to be introduced in this new
project will be the Mechelse Cemani, the 19th
generation of the CCP. This is crossed with the ISA
Brown from Hendrix Genetics and forms the CC2016
generation.
This project is a metaphor for a new migration
and a vehicle to bring art into active communities.
The PCC will move from the community gardens,
to urban surroundings and further on to agrarian
centers and universities. Leaving the academic
walls, it will then travel in its new form to agrarian
and urban communities again.

The reintegration of the PCC in cities and
communities brings us questions and debates on
the value of diversity in both food production and
migration to our backyards and shopping streets.
For the next PCC generation the Mechelse
Wyandotte, a crossing with Detroit, is used. The
resulting CC2017 is raised at Wasserman Projects,
located at the Eastern Market in Detroit.
Other experimental labs are based in Genk
(Belgium), Harare (Zimbabwe), and Addis Ababe
(Ethiopia).

The Planetary Community Chicken at
Corda Campus, Hasselt (BE), 2016
Chicks from the Planetary Community Chicken
presented in Koen Vanmechelen’s ‘Broeders van
de Wereld’ installation at the central square of
Sint-Truiden (BE), 2016

LUCY

[2016]

LUCY- PEEL PETUUM MOBILE is a collaboration
between Koen Vanmechelen and Heyde Hoeve,
a collaboration of four pig farmers in Holland that
focus on transparency and sustainability in food
production.
With LUCY, a bio-diverse pig is created. A new
pig that tells the story of the search for a better,
more sustainable economical system. After the
recent focus on monoculture in farming, the project
argues that crossbreeding is essential and the only
solution for sustainable production.
LUCY is the result of the crossing between the
industrial Duroc and the Mangalica, a hardy type
of Hungarian pig. Through an open stable, visitors
are offered a unique view in the essential part of the
process: the beginning.
The title of the project LUCY - Peel Petuum Mobile
embodies all these elements. The primal sow LUCY
(first female), Peel (the location of Heyde Hoeve)
and Petuum (huge amount of data on diversity)
serve as a reference to an infinite process of
crossing, a perpetual motion in time and space.
The concept contributes to the wider debate
on intensive animal farming. It shows the farm
per definition as a generator of diversity and
sustainability. The multitude of different animals
and techniques makes the farm a mini diversity
Hub.

LUCY in the photo studio
Working on the scale model of LUCY PEEL PETUUM MOBILE, 2016

Passports of the parent couple for the crossing between the Duroc and Mangalica pig, 2016

SOTWA

[2014]

SOTWA – meaning umbilical cord – started
in 2014 when Koen Vanmechelen visited the
Maasai tribe in Arusha as part of his Library of
Collected Knowledge project for the Biennial
of Havana. With SOTWA, Koen Vanmechelen
explores the benefit of crossbreeding between
cattle stock in Africa, where climate change
increasingly threatens the tribe’s traditional
cattle herding.
By adopting a Kenyan cow and donating it
to the Maasai tribe in Tanzania, fresh blood and
DNA are injected to the herd, strengthening the
resilience of the herd through crossbreeding
and thus offering it a more viable chance for the
future. While the tribe enjoys the actual benefits
from the cattle; flesh, milk and blood, the artist
receives the skin and horns when the cow dies
as materials to create an artwork.

SOTWA, 117 × 136 × 36 cm,
plexi, neon, cow skin, rope, print on tag, wood, 2016

Meeting with the Maasai, Arusha (TZ), 2014 as part of the ‘Arena de Evolución Library of Collected Knowledge’ project for the Biennial of Cuba, 2015

MECC

[2014]

In this project called Mushrooms, Egg, Chicken,
Camelids, Koen Vanmechelen explores the
boundaries dividing different species. Real
crossings are not possible, but maybe substances
from one organism can migrate to another
organism of another species. MECC is an
innovative art/research project, supported by IWT
(Agency for Innovation by Science and Technology)
in which researchers in molecular virology from
Ghent University and Flanders Institute for
Biotechnology collaborate with the artist to explore
possible interactions between mammals (camelid),
birds (chicken) and mushrooms.
The project aims to show that in some way
we are all related and interconnected, part of the
same universe. Man is also part of a planetary
superorganism. He is bioculturally connected
with all other species, some of which can be of
vital importance for our survival. The art is finding
the appropriate intermediary agents that form the
bridge between the species; here chickens and
mushrooms.
From a scientific standpoint, the possible
transfer of immunologic substances and resistance
will be studied. Dromedary antibodies promise
to be a powerful weapon against viruses, but
their merits cannot be fully delivered to humans
yet. In studying the chickens, the focus lies on
the Mx gene, which provides natural protection
against various viruses, including bird flu. The Mx
gene of monoculture chickens, however, barely
demonstrates any antiviral activity. This might be
linked to the limited genetic diversity of various
artificial chicken breeds. The hypothesis is that
the greatly increased genetic diversity of the
Cosmopolitan Chicken can reinforce the antiviral
activity of the Mx gene.

In a collaboration with the Faculty of Bioscience
Engineering, Laboratory of Tropical and
Subtropical Agronomy and Ethnobotany of the
UGent rice or spelt are added to the circle, hereby
creating an integrated farming system for a village
community in which rice cultivation, alpaca,
chicken and mushroom are interconnected.
This model serves as a scientific illustration of
food sovereignty at a local level, investigating
if raw materials can be more efficient and more
environmentally friendly deployed in the creation
of a local food system as a valuable and viable
alternative to more centralized, industrial systems.

Installation view, AWAKENER,
Wilford X, Temse (BE), 2016
This is Not a Chicken,
Het Domein, Sittard (NL), 2015

HUMAN RIGHTS PAVILION [2019]

During the 58th Venice Biennale in 2019, Koen
Vanmechelen heralded the birth of the Human
Rights Pavilion, an evolving artwork that will take
shape over the course of the following years. At
the next Biennale, Vanmechelen will present his
completed OPUS, as a platform for a recurring
international human rights pavilion.
The project came about in collaboration with
international partners: the Global Campus of
Human Rights, Fondazione Berengo and the
MOUTH Foundation.
Roaming the planet, the pavilion-to-be will
take shape through contact with persons and
organizations involved with or interested in
human rights. At all locations, encounters and
conversations will be encouraged via so-called
SoTO (Survival of The Other) dialogues in
Cosmocafes. Local hubs, ‘free spaces’ to debate
the conditions for sustainable coexistence
of individuals and human cultures with each
other, and with other species on the planet. The
Cosmocafes bring together thinkers and dreamers,
visionaries and realists. Crossing over disciplinary
boundaries and interconnecting global and local
perspectives. The encounters are breeding ground
for new knowledge and insights. The conversations
are art.

Cosmocafe at LABIOMISTA, Genk (top) and Chile
(below)

Art as a Human Right.

KOEN VANMECHELEN
ARTIST & CURATOR

Human Rights
Pavilion
MAY 2019 – MAY 2022

COSMOGOLEM [2004]

Not every child that exits the womb arrives into
a world it deserves. For these children, there is
the CosmoGolem: the wooden protector of Koen
Vanmechelen that brings relief to children in need.
Although himself always silent, this giant statue
makes children talk. Although closed – apart from
the hatch – he gives them a chance to open up.
Because the CosmoGolem is always on the move,
he brings cultures together. CosmoGolems are
spreading over the planet, often supported by
sister cities or twin towns. From India to Nicaragua,
from Tanzania to Belgium the CosmoGolem
gives children a face. The NGO CosmoGolem
coordinates this project and has two honorary
members: human rights activist Jeanne Devos
and child and adolescent psychiatrist Peter
Adriaenssens (KULeuven).

Cosmogolem in Ciudad Darío, Nicaragua, 2012
Cosmogolem at the National Domestic
Workers Federation in Mumbai, India, 2008
Sister Jeanne Devos with the Cosmogolem
in Mumbai, India, 2008

CC®P [2008]

This unique artistic-genetic research project
started with the cooperation between Vanmechelen
and human geneticist Jean-Jacques Cassiman
(KULeuven). The Cosmopolitan Chicken Research
Project or CC®P, which aims to study the different
crossbreeds produced by Koen Vanmechelen, is
relevant, because the effect of the crossings on the
genetic diversity of the chickens is unknown and
could generate valuable insights. This research
project is also potentially applicable to the human
population. The same process of the CCP namely
also takes place in the world population. Genomes
are being merged by individuals from different
regional groups, not by the entire population
simultaneously. Even though individuals possess
the same genetic roots, over the years mankind
has acquired a great deal of genetic diversity.
The chicken has proven a useful model for a
better understanding of the function of the human
genome.

Blood sampling by researchers
of the CC®P foundation, 2015
Installation view, Nato a Venezia,
Biennial of Venice (IT), 2011

Evolution of a Hybrid – CC®P, 100 × 144 × 20 cm
Selective Laser Sintering (polyamide), plexi, neon
Exo-Evolution, ZKM, Karlsruhe (DE), 2015

MOUTH [2016]

The MOUTH Foundation can be summarized as:
food and philanthropy.
Philanthropy means etymologically “the
love of humanity”; in the sense of “caring”,
“nourishing”, “developing and enhancing” what
it means to be human: improving the quality of
life or the development potential of humans and
communities. A conventional modern definition
is “private initiatives, for public good, focusing
on quality of life,” which combines an original
humanistic tradition with a social scientific aspect
developed in the 20th century.
Closely linked to the ‘New Brood’ projects, the
MOUTH Foundation aims to form a nerve center
for the study of biodiversity in food and food
production. It offers the possibilities for related
scientific research and for projects investigating
possible social, economic and ecological impact of
biocultural diversity.
Starting from the Planetary Community Chicken
(PCC) project, the foundation supports research
into the nutritional benefits and opportunities of the
new crossings, and drives the reintegration of the
PCC back to the communities of the world.

The Planetary Community Chicken,
Central Square, Sint-Truiden (BE), 2016

Luc Vrielinck and Koen Vanmechelen
at the research lab

THE WALKING EGG [2010]

Koen Vanmechelen and the international fertility
expert dr. Willem Ombelet crossed paths in this
project. Its central focus is to enable access to
affordable fertility care for childless women/couples
through a multidisciplinary and global approach.
Art serves as a medium to facilitate this. The
Walking Egg (TWE) is more than a noble idea. It left
the ivory tower of science and the laboratory of art.
It wants to inject fertility in sterility and advocates
the right to reproduction in all developing
countries by 2020. Every woman has a right to an
offspring. The foundation TWE collaborates with
the European Society of Human Reproduction
and Embryology (ESHRE) and the World Health
Organization (WHO). Until now, sixteen healthy
babies were born in 2012 through the low-cost
IVF-method developed by TWE. The start-up of
the first Walking Egg Fertility Centre in Ghana was
launched in April 2015.

Energy, Communication and Life, light box
Permanent installation, ZOL, Genk (BE), 2005
Congress 25 years of IVF in Limburg,
Open University of Diversity, Hasselt (BE), 2013

The Walking Egg, 77 × 165 × 55 cm
Glass, steel, 1998
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LABIOMISTA
STUDIO KOEN VANMECHELEN

LABIOMISTA, GENK

On the foundations of the mining past and the
former zoo of Zwartberg (Genk), a project evolves
that transports you into the unique vision of artist
Koen Vanmechelen and his life’s work in terms of
identity, fertility & biocultural diversity. A garden of
order and chaos, an arena of culture and nature.
Vanmechelen’s wonder lab.
As you find your way in the 24-hectare park through
an open-air exhibition with many of his (living)
artworks and installations, universal societal topics
such as diversity and human rights are made
concrete and turned into conversation pieces.
In this unique collaboration between artist Koen
Vanmechelen and the city of Genk, a shared
vision about the potential of identity & diversity
takes shape in different ways. LABIOMISTA is a
permanent and evolving work of art that invites,
challenges and inspires you. It’s a hotbed for
a wealth of new ideas, creations, projects and
collaborations. And it’s a meeting place for all the
species of this world.
LABIOMISTA also creates new life. In so doing,
it inspires and fertilises its environment with
energy and initiatives in various cultural, social
and economic areas. This creates a profound and
unique cross-fertilisation between artist and city,
people and society.
Park and meeting place
Half of the 24-hectare area consists of wild nature.
LABIOMISTA also houses Koen Vanmechelen’s
studio and operational headquarters (The
Battery), the restored director’s residence of the
former coal mine, later used by the Zwartberg
zoo (now transformed into Villa OpUnDi) and a
striking gateway building (The Ark). There is an
outdoor exhibition with numerous live artworks
and installations, and a space for workshops and
education (LabOvo). Renowned Swiss architect
Mario Botta designed The Ark and The Battery.
Together with Botta, Vanmechelen created an
extraordinary conservatory (The Looking Glass)
and a huge eagle cage as part of his studio.
The park section contains three animal compounds
that add up to more than 9,000 m², three ponds
and a walkway more than one kilometer long
interspersed with a few bridges. The animals in the

park play an essential role in Vanmechelen’s work.
In addition to his famous chicken species, you can
also see llamas, emus, dromedaries, ostriches,
alpacas and nandoes.
A substantive project, embedded in the
community
The cross-pollination between Koen Vanmechelen
and the city primarily takes shape as a substantive
project. City, neighbourhood and artist all work
together to strengthen the local urban fabric.
This fits in with the shared vision of supporting
sustainable, healthy and vibrant communities by
linking local with global, art with society.
That’s why the entrance revenue for LABIOMISTA
will be reinvested fully in the public function of
the park and in neighbourhood projects. These
projects are masterminded at OpUnDi Genk (Open
University of Diversity) which is physically located
at Villa OpUnDi.
Adjacent to LABIOMISTA is Nomadland, after
a concept developed by Koen Vanmechelen.
Nomadland refers to the nomad, the traveller along
the Silk Road, which brings together the wealth of
different cultures. With its public gardens, picnic
areas and an events meadow, it will become the
meeting place of choice.

STUDIO - THE BATTERY

The international star architect Mario Botta
(CH) designed the plans for this iconic building.
A greenhouse guides the visitor physically
and temporally through the ecosystem of the
original chicken and leads him to the present.
At the end of the greenhouse, the offices of the
CCP (upper floor) are housed, together with
the laboratory, studio space, depot and the
auditorium for lectures, video presentations and
conferences. Visitors discover Vanmechelen’s
work in the passageway underneath the
building via sculptures and (breeding)
installations. They then reach an impressive
cage with a couple of Steller’s sea eagles, one
of the largest eagle species on the planet.

Studio view, Open University of Diversity,
studio Koen Vanmechelen, Hasselt (BE)
Steller’s Sea eagle, Open University of Diversity ,
Studio Koen Vanmechelen, Meeuwen-Gruitrode (BE)

LABIOMISTA, Studio Koen Vanmechelen as designed by Mario Botta

COSMOPOLITAN CULTURE
PARK

Under the eagle’s cage, a path leads in the
direction of the park that is divided into different
zones. These keep animals, couples as well
as individuals, which play a crucial role in the
Cosmopolitan Chicken Project. In particular
camel & ostrich (1), llama, emu & CCP chicken
(2) and nandu, alpaca & PCC chicken (3). In
their relationship towards each other, these
animals form a uniquely sculpted ecosystem.
It shows the visitor how important connections
are, however unexpected they can be.
Also, there is a place for the black stork and
Galloways. Some of these animals are part of a
breeding programme and can be reintroduced
into the wild. Through a walking tour, the
visitors discover the different identities and
stages of domestication (cages) and go from
dedomestication to the wilderness. The goal is
to embed the park sustainably in the district and
the city as a living quarter. A first step was the
project Wooden Coin. At the park’s entrance,
the branches of five different tree species were
grafted on the trunk of a ‘cosmopolitan’ mother
tree.

Photos of the Cosmopolitan Culture Park

The Ark, entrance building of LABIOMISTA,
designed by Mario Botta

VILLA OPUNDI

In the former Mine Manager’s Villa and
subsequent residence of the former director
of the Zoo of Black Mountain (Zwartberg), the
Open University of Diversity Genk (OpUnDi)
finds residence. The beautiful, stately mansion,
a listed monument since 2005, is completly
restored. Also the Library of Collected
Knowledge (L.O.C.K.) is settled here. L.O.C.K.
both keeps the archives of the mining past
of the city and the knowledge gained within
Koen Vanmechelen’s different foundations: the
CC®P, CosmoGolem, Walking Egg, MOUTH
and COMBAT and the many projects. Visitors
are introduced in the multi-layered universe
of the artist through some iconic works that
were shown at major art venues like the Venice
Biennale and dOCUMENTA.

Villa OpUnDi, Genk (BE)
Library of Collected Knowledge, Villa OpUnDi

Villa OpUnDi, LABIOMISTA, Genk (BE)

PROTECTED PARADISE

Protected Paradise is LABIOMISTA’ s
sanctuary. This sheltered utopia is within
walking distance of the pathway. Shielded by an
iron curtain and a green buffer, it is an oasis of
calm away from the comings and goings of the
Cosmopolitan Culture Park. Protected Paradise
is where the visible and invisible meet. This
is where culture rubs shoulders with nature.
Where domestication confronts rewilding, and
where fertilisation with the Other occurs.
This is a place for reflection on what once
was, and for thinking about what could be.
For ruminating on an existence free from
the dominance of today’s anthropocentric
perspective. Protected Paradise is a place of
change. In the true sense of the word, it is an
apocalyptic place, a place of revelation and
disclosure. Witnessing all this are the black
storks, symbols of new birth. In the liminal
space between water and land, they bear the
seeds for a new world. Far below them, grazers
are quietly working, together with various other,
less conspicuous species, to build a new,
diverse and fertile ecosystem. Watching over
all this life is the protector. She brings peace,
creates a space for healing and contemplation.
Anyone who sees her, can look into the future.

Protecting the Other, Protected Paradise, Genk
(BE)

Gallo Galloways and Black Stork Baby at Protected
Paradise, LABIOMISTA

LAMOUSEION

Generating new knowledge with young people
and sharing it with the world. That’s what
LaMouseion does, by creating a fertile setting
in which new ideas and perspectives can grow.
LaMouseion is a contemporary version of the
legendary Mouseion, which was a unique
forum for knowledge in ancient Alexandria.
LaMouseion is in search of systems and laws
for a new society by reaching out to young
people; by giving the younger generations
the opportunity and the freedom to think the
unthinkable, in LABIOMISTA. And so, in the
midst of the Anthropocene, LaMouseion aspires
to be a new beginning, starting from the egg –
Ab Ovo.
The knowledge generated in the three
think boxes will be documented and can
be consulted at the Library of Collected
Knowledge. Each of the boxes is named
after one of the pillars of evolution: diversity,
fertility and immunity. These are also the
three overarching themes within which the
young people reflect on such themes as the
new economy or a different model for society.
LaMouseion is conceived as a school for life,
and is supported by Vrije Universiteit Brussel
and Université Libre de Bruxelles, KULeuven,
Global Campus of Human Rights, and various
local partners.

LaMouseion, Protected Paradise, LABIOMISTA

LaMouseion, Protected Paradise, LABIOMISTA

NOMADLAND

Nomadland is realised by the city of Genk
and the residents of Zwartberg, based on a
concept by Koen Vanmechelen. Collaboration
with surrounding communities – near and
far – is one of the basic pillars shaping Koen
Vanmechelen’s work. His art is steeped in the
spirit of the nomad, the outsider. An element
looking for fertilisation outside of its cocoon and
in so doing fertilising other communities as well.
Nomadland connects the existing allotments to
the west of Meeuwerstraat with LABIOMISTA.
With its allotment gardens, picnic areas, an
open space for events and room for food trucks,
Nomadland is a place of collective equality, of
fertilisation. It connects LABIOMISTA with the
surrounding neighbourhood. Vanmechelen:
“Nomadland creates an atmosphere in which
people meet others to build a ‘common’ with
ingredients from all over the world.” The artist
refers to the nomad, the traveller along the Silk
Road who joins together the riches of various
cultures. For him, the products brought forth
by the allotment gardens is the contemporary
equivalent of gold, frankincense and myrrh.

NOMADLAND

LAVIEBREEDE

Based on the vision and philosophy of
LABIOMISTA, Koen Vanmechelen
initiated ‘LaVieBreede’: a master plan that
continues his philosophy on diversity at
a higher city level. LaVieBreede proposes a
sustainable and dynamic ecosystem that
encloses and connects the north of Genk. This
master plan connects the local community
with the visitor, the city with agriculture and
nature, art with science, industry with
knowledge.

Current situation, Zwartberg, Genk (BE)
Artist rendering LaVieBreede

Artist rendering LaVieBreede © Koen Vanmechelen

VIDEO’S

Enter the fascinating universe of Koen Vanmechelen and discover video’s on
the various projects and on his studio LABIOMISTA at our vimeo channel; www.
vimeo.com/koenvanmechelen

Video (Selection)
Koen Vanmechelen, 2018
A one minute introduction to the world of Koen Vanmechelen

CCP-PCC, 2018
Video on Belgian artist Koen Vanmechelen’s Cosmopolitan Chicken
Project and Planetary Community Chicken

LABIOMISTA, 2020
Step inside LABIOMISTA and become part of the community. Share
your knowledge, exchange ideas and let them grow into society. Be
inspired by nature , art and science. This is what we need. Welcome
in our new community.

Artist’s bid to save the world, 2015
A short documentary on Koen Vanmechelen’s AWAKENER/LIFEBANK art installation for the Venice Art Biennale, involving a camel,
rare black Javanese chickens and purpose-cultivated mushrooms to
contemplate on the abuse of food production on a global scale.
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